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Summary 

This empirical paper inductively examines social exchanges of immaterial values, ‘learning’ 

understood as inclusion, joining and accepting sets of value, inspired by Jean Lave and Marcel 

Mauss. The dataset has been generated in a specific social voluntary organization, City Year 

London; the field work constructed bearing the principles of multisited ethnography in mind. 

The paper focuses on the interplay of various sets of value which appear in daily interactions, 

inspired by Marshall Sahlins’ description of reciprocity forms depending on the individual’s 

varying understandings of collectiveness in which he or she participates. The paper concludes 

that observing the micro-exchanges of everyday interplay, a spontaneous level of interaction 

occurs, characterized by general reciprocation, sharing, emotions, humor and exclamations, 

which intertwines with practices, acceptance and acquisition of the cultural norms and 

socialization. This suggests a dialectics in learning in social voluntary organizations. 

Participation in this organization on one hand is based on the volunteer’s approval of cultural 

life, organizational aim, and acquisition of skills; on the other hand it is the individual 

spontaneity and spontaneous social support of ideas which results in the innovation that these 

organizations are known for.  

 

The field: City Year London   

City Year London is a special place, not that other places are not, but because of the fact that 

this is not just an organization you pass through like any other service unit. Because City Year 

is about service, voluntary community service; a special type of social service that the way it is 

conducted engages you whether you are a school child, staff member, school staff, or of course 

a volunteer in the organization. It engages the people who open their curiosity to its ways and 

values through a somewhat myth like discourse, somewhere between professionalism, the 

stories summing to a Universalist conviction, and human heroes like Mahatma Gandhi and 

Martin Luther King. These strong narratives about real committed people standing against 

repression are boosted by the visual impression they leave of a united group in flaming red 

jackets, aware of you, aimed at and ready to serve the community (CityYearLondon 2010, 

Revsbech 2012). The organization was started in Boston, USA in 1988. The idea originally 

sprang from two university students and Joseph Campbell’s books: “Myths to live by” and 

“The Power of Myth”. The books represent a Jungian approach to “the hero” as a symbol 

representing personal development, adolescence and creation of personal adult identity 

(Campbell 2004, Jung 1991). Aiming to create a space for young people’s, in this perspective, 

natural need for personal mythmaking, combined with meeting the challenges of youth issues, 

including youth violence, they started to form a founding group. A co-founding member of the 

board today says: 

http://www.ruc.dk/~crevsbech
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“So I met with them, the four of them and I was really impressed with their vision with the 

organization and with the… and frankly, with them; their drive, they’re winners, they were 

going to succeed I could tell. (…) And I saw it [the basic idea] as a way to address some of 

those issues even without even talking about violence. Without even talking about dysfunction, 

but really to treat young people as resources and to give them the ability to act on their 

convictions and their morals to do something positive in the community. (…) And a lot of 

people said you should just work with the at risk kids and we said that’s not what we’re doing. 

We’re using community service as a meeting place and a common ground for everyone. And it 

was important that we had kids from urban areas and suburban areas together.”  

So City Year gained means from AmeriCorps urging everybody to serve their community in 

the US, starting under Bill Clinton and also supported by current President Obama. Part of the 

consequences of the current financial crisis have been the focus on voluntariness, particularly 

within social services, urging common citizens to create local solutions to their social problems 

like lack of social involvement and not solvable by a public welfare state (Frumkin, Jastrzab 

2010). The idea of community service and young people investing time and energy in their 

local communities though American continues to gain focus in European context. Young 

people have always been seen as resources to society and the Americans’ models of youth-to-

youth activity in a community service perspective are welcomed in getting back on our societal 

financial feet in Europe and in Africa. The red jackets are seen throughout the United States 

furthermore they can be seen in both Johannesburg in South Africa since 2005, and a result of a 

partnership between Nelson Mandela and Bill Clinton; and in London, United Kingdom since 

2010 (Revsbech 2012, CityYearLondon 2010).  

 

In practice the five months of City Year London experience as an anthropologist was 

thoroughly rich, busy and intense following volunteers up to 80 hours in one week. So much 

was going on all the time, counting 60-80 corps members, staffs and supporters – sponsors, 

school staffs, school children, board members etc. Everyone linked to City Year London come 

forward as very involved and committed and taking their task, whatever it may be, seriously. 

This set the standard high according to my seriousness as field worker. I have had people dress 

up smartly for the one-on-one interviews with me, this leaving me no option of meeting them 

in jeans, trainers and casual hairdo as I would have felt more prone to in a Danish social 

voluntary organization. City Year is run as a professional business with a social aim; this 

affecting the everyday environment to leave the impression of an offhand clean, smart and 

highly professional office environment. Meeting the people behind this clean look, scratching 

the surface for organizational and personal stories about values, I have met warm, committed, 

sometimes tired, always busy, always accessible and listening, and fairly young people in City 

Year uniforms or occasionally, for special meetings, dressed according to business dress code. 

I have seen them do their group physical trainings in public spaces, doing call-responses, lined 

up, jumping in time with strings of words concerning: “spirit, discipline, purpose, and pride” 

and “serving the community in unity”. I sat through hours of information sessions with them 

about how to be around kids socially and how to support their learning; how to act 

professionally and make the best use of a professional network in terms of career building. 

How to corporate with your team members according to what type of personality you have. I 
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have gone through ritual group exercises and observed the volunteers pledge, put on their 

uniform and graduating as civil service role models. And I have watched them in schools, do 

their best to act the combination of the organizational expectations to the conduction of their 

activities; and balancing it with the more freestyle side to being a City Year corps member, 

which is living up to the demand of contributing to your community through being your own 

unique self and thus making the one difference only you can make (Ibid.). 

 

‘Learning’ in social entrepreneurship 

Institutions and organizations are widely legitimized, in a market economic logic (Polanyi 

1968), through the assertion that some kind of learning goes on in their production process or 

in describing what is added or offered to the community which keeps them afloat. It is as if 

anything is marketable as long as there is some sort of social assurance, clarified agenda of the 

corporate social responsibility or if the organization besides production can openly characterize 

itself as a learning organization. There is hardly a sustainable business today, “social” or not, 

which has not shown its human, social, or ethical face in this manner. Social responsibility, 

community and voluntary engagement are all ways of stepping up to this less and less informal 

demand, expressing solidarity to the environment, target groups, supporters, and costumers. It 

awakens sympathy and can be seen as a self-conscious game which can be taught, learned and 

played as networking and dating strategies. Through the pilot studies in Denmark and United 

Kingdom, I have come across community centers and voluntary organizations that consciously 

preferred to discursively construct socially or financially challenged participants and volunteers 

as ‘learners’ rather than ‘vulnerable’; for motivational, financial reasons and to promote a 

positive community identification. People do not want nor probably need to see themselves as 

permanently lacking the ability to be included on equal terms as everyone else. ‘Learning’ 

normalizes, everyone learns and as long as everybody learns lifelong there is still hope and 

belief that one has or can obtain what it takes to be able to give back and equally take part. 

Nonetheless, due to this effect and conscious legitimizing use of ‘learning’, my inner red flag 

notifier flew from the beginning of this project, setting out to clarify “learning processes in 

voluntary organizations”. As a consequence of the perspective that there is not social 

interaction without learning, asking questions about learning in organizations, where social 

engagement is the very heart of it, seemed as a pleonasm and suspicious to me.  Describing 

learning processes in voluntary organizations form my anthropological and critical 

background, seemed as yet another attempt to capture the dynamics of interactions between 

individual and culture. An attempt to make use of ‘learning’ and figure out how to facilitate it 

optimally in regards to ‘earning’ - legitimization and marketization of voluntary work – in 

times of a financial crisis and a limping welfare state in spite of maximum tax pressure. I find 

the need to claim skepticism as a must in producing this knowledge.  

 

The critical circumstances regarding learning related to voluntary work are real. I will pursue 

to clarify ‘learning’ in terms of what goes on, what can be observed in a community when 

learning happens. I find the need to dissect ‘learning’ and ask the question: “what does learning 

look like in real life, in voluntary organizations, in communities, in society?” – what sort of 

social life are we referring to when we make use of the term? Besides from moving the term 

‘learning’ from its psychological origin and tradition into the world of observable culture, it is 
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found particularly important when bringing it into the world of community action and social 

entrepreneurship. Here, action defines the very core of the participants’ identities, and so what 

sort of action are we then talking about when voluntary participants become ‘learners’? This 

exercise I set out to do is to elaborate on a social learning perspective, assuming that learning 

in these voluntary organizations as both part of a business strategy and as an existentially 

meaningful journey to the participants, leaping from one platform to the next amongst each 

other while their lives go on, and ask: what does learning look like as social exchange in City 

Year London and what makes this sort of learning different from learning in all other settings? 

 

Observing action needs presence, seeing, and listening and anthropology has specialized in this 

through the classical field work. Scientifically there is much to be discussed about the concept 

of fieldwork, amongst the usual are: the positivist and structuralist origin, the bias of writing 

ethnography, the ethnographer’s influence on research results, but these are also general 

discussions of philosophy and science in general. In this context what an anthropological view 

contributes with is its sense of location and : “social research based on the close-up, on-the-

ground observation of people and institutions in real time and space (…)” (Lave 2011) and also 

of course learning theories written from the point of departure of learning as social practice.  

 

From ‘learning’ to social practices and individual explicitness 

As pointed to above, it is important to stress that the traditional use of ‘learning’ is affected by 

its psychological origin being a question of how to frame cognition and document this by 

proving learning transfer: how an individual uses what is taught in one setting in other settings. 

In this thread of thought, it has been widely accepted to differ between formal and informal 

learning arenas, in order to analyze and understand learning transfer and cognitive processes 

even more detailed. Mainly because what was found interesting was how what was taught and 

learned in institutionalized settings was being transferred and used in “informal” settings (Lave 

2011, Illeris 2001). As a consequence of this psychological approach to learning, informal 

learning arenas have implicitly been formalized and the idea and concept of learning 

transformed into a question of more or less hidden power strategies among private and public 

market interests asking questions like: what is learned or transferred and how can it be proven? 

(Foucault 1998, Schmidt 2006) From the learner’s perspective, the common saying that 

“knowledge is power” can be seen as a consequence of this use of ‘learning’ as a psychological 

motivation of becoming someone, contextualizing oneself through agreeing or disagreeing and 

thus gain and understand one’s social identity and function (Dang 2012). The traditional way 

of thinking learning and knowledge seems to fundamentally negate the goal of learning in 

social voluntary organizations, in this work exemplified by City Year London. Learning, in a 

social voluntary organization like this, aims towards democratization, civilization, and mutual 

civic engagement. This calls for volunteers who become someone through the ability of 

listening, empathy, accepting and meeting the needs of others, in order to conduct user-driven 

innovation and effective community action. In this sense, learning is an outcome of a certain 

mindset met in these types of organizations. This mindset is a universalistic conviction that all 

human beings are somehow interdependent and learning is therefore aimed at promoting the 

ability to interact or exchange in this manner. At the same time the organization is part of the 

market economy, selling social services and operating through networking strategies for the 
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sake of surviving as a social business. This creates a cross field and a paradox of social 

strategies and social value exchange patterns, because alongside the universalistic and 

humanistic mindset, and as a must in being able to survive on the market, there is also the 

demand of mastering self-promotion and being able to battle for positions on the job-market.  

 

The various exchange patterns, or economies if you will, exist side by side in this organization 

and the Marxist claim that capitalism is isolated from social relations falls short (Polanyi 1968, 

Sahlins 2004). The volunteer’s syllabus and idea of “how to make it” implies the ability to shift 

between social exchange codes, where actually the strategy of networking turns out to be 

particularly difficult to volunteers and clash with the value patterns constituting the 

organization internally in practice. In how to make it networking, as strategy, is unfamiliar and 

instead what is welcomed is contextualized, meaningful collaboration and unsophisticated 

interplay. These are activities calling for social skills plus an ability to disclose and present 

individual strengths in the social agenda; for this behavior to catch interest in the group, it 

necessarily calls for an individual will to at all engage socially (Mauss 1990, Lave 2011).  

 

Regarding learning in constructing this ethnographical tool, seen from Lave’s notions on 

learning as social practice, learning as social practice is enhanced by participation and 

exchange of values through mutual support and assistance. In a learning perspective it is 

interesting to look at the individual’s acceptance of rules and rituals or habits, personal timing 

choice of participation, and how this corresponds with the general cultural values, seen as part 

of the volunteers’ life stories. Conclusively, in my observations I sharpened my attention 

considering mutual engagements, negotiations about social values and entry points, when 

spontaneous expressions regarding the individual participation started to puzzle me. 

 

City Year life and learning 

Returning to City Year and ‘learning’ the combination of the use of personal mythmaking and 

Universalistic set of human values create a special learning arena speaking in those terms. 

What is learned or said in another way: how the awareness on what exchanges are supported 

and omitted is gained, is also what characterizes the cultural behavior code and the community 

(Mauss 1990). What is particularly interesting is how the volunteers are seen to navigate 

between several value layers: a solid set of symbolic-organizational values, the Universalism; a 

set of business-organizational values; the part of organizational values that play on supporting 

their personal inner do-good’er; and their actual or spontaneous interactional personalities. The 

difference between the four layers are not particularly easily observed, but they are still 

observable because of the details in the behavior or the rapport building. As an example here is 

a thick but seemingly monotone description from the very first day of school, when the gap 

between the ideal behavior and the actual behavior started appearing to me: 

I arrive at 8:00 AM at White Rock Primary School
1
. Zenia’s team (3 until now) has arrived. 

They sit around and chat with some children having breakfast. I think they are sitting with a 

teacher’s assistant (TA), there are four adults and two children. Breakfast is served from a 

corner in this room, which is like a minor assembly hall or gym, close to the entrance. A lady 

                                                           
1
 The school name and individuals have been anonymized. 
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seeks me out and hands me a visitor’s ID which facilitates my presence. Now five corps 

members
2
 are here. Kinter, who has an Indian background, has started playing with three of 

the children. They have pulled out a box with toys which they examine and talk about one after 

one. A female corps member turns up. A male corps member talks to the TA. Zenia and the 

female corps member talk to four children who are still eating breakfast. The male corps 

member, the TA and the children have gone; another corps member joins Zenia’s chat group. 

A female volunteer has joined the play group of children and is currently a bit observing. The 

children look at the corps members a lot. They show them their new school bags. They chat 

and laugh. The boys want to talk to Kinter who is checking his smart phone. The children are 

between six and eight I think. 

This was the very first impression the very first day at a London public primary school, to me 

and to the volunteers. The volunteers were wearing their City Year uniforms, red sweat shirts 

reading “Give a Year, change the world” Prior to this there had been a period of three weeks of 

basic training at the main office of the organization. The three training weeks consisted of 

social and team building activities mixed with formal training and info sessions regarding the 

upcoming mentoring role; mainly how to be around children and support them in their formal 

learning processes under institutionalized social circumstances. During the last couple of days 

of the basic training course the corps members had been introduced to most of the teachers and 

a random few of the children (Revsbech 2012).  

 

The general atmosphere on this first real day of school was a mix of insecurity and excitement. 

At one level the volunteers were clearly aware of their aim of being there and at another level it 

had not completely been defined when it came to the micro social level and the miscellaneous 

interactions with the children with whom they were joined in this setting. Clearly the 

volunteers are ready, wearing their fresh red uniforms, and they are well aware of their aim: to 

mentor, to make a difference, to help the children; but again what all that actually looks like is 

another story. One common idea of how this goes on is obviously interaction and exchange of 

either useful knowledge or practical help or guidance in concrete problem solving; this 

behavior being very close to what describes community service (Frumkin, Jastrzab 2010).  

 

The layers of behavior become clear when divided as mentioned above. I will call the first 

layer symbolic-organizational/the Universalist, the second business-organizational/the 

networker, the third the organizational do-good’er/the hero, and the final one the 

spontaneous/the ‘me’. Looking at the excerpt from my field diary above the four layers can be 

seen as follows:  

 

The first sentence that comes to attention is: “Zenia’s team (3 until now) has arrived”. It is 

interesting because the sentence around the parenthesis regards the behavior of the team as a 

unit and the sentence is describing a behavior according to the set of symbolic- and business-

organizational values. What puzzles me when I read it is the parenthesis. Knowing there are 8-

10 people, heroes, in one team, “ready to serve”, I wonder why only three have arrived on time 

to have breakfast with these children on the very first day of school. The level of behavior of 

                                                           
2
 Volunteers at City Year London are named ’corps members’ and the group of volunteers ’corps’.  
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people being late represents the spontaneous layer. It is the person being late because of traffic, 

or because the person slept in. This layer is not part of the universalistic, the business, nor the 

do good’er set of values. Every ideal person in these layers of cultural values is always on time, 

better yet, even early and far-sighted. 

 

The situation moves on by showing business-organizational behavior. The team leader and the 

volunteers sit around and chat to the children, they are there for them, they are not making a 

big difference right now, but they are simply getting to know the children and the other way 

around. Even the lady that passes me the visitor’s ID has this type of behavior: polite, 

conversational, and informative. Kinter takes it to the next level at an early stage when he starts 

playing with the children, even before the first breakfast session is unanimously done. The play 

session continues to be relationship building and conversational though. Setting up a play-

situation with the children creates the possibility of a different kind of sharing but also of both 

rivalry and solidarity maintenance; which is emphasized by the hesitant behavior of the female 

volunteer who, in an observational position, joins the play group a moment later. At this point a 

corps member comes in late – no cape, no larger universalistic trait, and not sending the best of 

signals in a networking perspective. This is simply a person who is late. Exchanges and 

conversations increase. The volunteers have shown interest and the interest is returned by the 

children: they look at the volunteers more, they talk more, they share more, they show them 

their new school bags and I began to hear laughing when Kinter checks his smart phone. He 

has started to relax, no one is fighting over the play session he set up, and no one seems to need 

his heroic assistance right now so he checks his smart phone even though it is a big “no-no” to 

both the networker and the hero who is constantly ready to serve. 

 

Reciprocity and learning 

Being subjected to several externally pressing sets of values regarding the socially accepted 

and expected rules of reciprocity puts the individual in a situation where he or she is at constant 

work. As soon as one role seizes another takes over. If the volunteer is not reciprocating as the 

Universalist, he or she is a networker or something else. What is interesting though is to 

observe the “breaks” between the intervals of representation, when someone checks his phone 

or becomes quiet and observing (Ehn, L÷fgren 2006). This is not least interesting because here 

it is where humor can be observed, and humor became an indicator of the “me” provided it was 

clearly perceived as fake laughs. One of the experiences with this was one day when I had 

lunch with the volunteers away from staff at the City Year office: 

“Having lunch with CM’s in “Mocchasins”
3
. I usually have lunch in the kitchen, “The 

Lighthouse” but moved downstairs because I realized most of the CM’s have their lunch there. 

There’s not much room in the kitchen. In “Mocchasins” there’s a conversation between maybe 

six or eight of the CM’s regarding the fact that Chuck has been told to speak at the “opening 

day”
4
 next week. He reveals how he finds it a bit corny that he has been given a manuscript 

which dictates what he’s expected to say down to the last word, including humoristic one-liners 

                                                           
3
 Name of the room 

4
 A special event held at Westminister Hall to mark City Year starting a new cycle and group. It is an 

organizational ritual at the same time held for networking purposes where sponsors, MPs and other partners are 
invited. 
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between his co-speaker and himself. We laugh and another CM challenges him to add a 

particular way of saying one of the words, to make the rest of the group know that he is 

referring to his opinion about the manuscript being too detailed and invading. He says he 

might do that, and practices how he will do it if he dares. There’s a lot of laughs about this. We 

all agree that if he does it, we cannot look at each other or we will all break out and laugh in 

the middle of the very formal session to come. He has been chosen to give this speech also 

because of his special East London accent, and he didn’t want to say no.” 

When opening day arrived and Chuck gave his speech, he stuck to the script, and no one 

laughed. I asked him later what happened to the detail in the speech he was supposed to make 

for the team, and he said he was much too nervous in the first place so he chose to stick to the 

script and concentrate on even opening his mouth without rambling.  

 

This is an example of how the difference between the sets of values that the volunteers move 

between becomes explicit in the group, and how this revelation causes a sharing community 

and familiarity away from the authorities. The form of reciprocity also changes from 

representing organizational values, whether symbolic, business or personally heroic to carrying 

traits of humor, hidden rebellion, and mocking of a distorted system’s way of trying to imitate 

two friends giving a presentation and casually throwing one liners back and forth. To me this 

was a positive experience in my attempt to create rapport with the volunteers. Another example 

of how the various value systems intertwine and how personalization can be mistaken for trust 

and rapport is from an interview with one who apparently felt like he was supposed to 

represent giving me this interview. We had been talking back and forth about the difference 

between representing City Year and being himself when this came up: 

(…) 

I (interviewer): So what has City Year given you personally and professionally or do you differ 

between the two? 

IE (interviewee): Oh ok. So what City Year has done for me, it has, like I said, made me more 

professional. Made me think before I speak. Tone down my mistakes, so my weaknesses, it’s 

made me aware of them, and it’s made me question how I should act in certain situations. Like, 

for instance, we’re in the room, and because I like to laugh and I like to joke, and it’s the very 

professional, say, in an environment, I make an inappropriate joke. I did that a lot of last year. 

They.. because of the individual, they had it, if that was the wrong person, that could’ve killed 

the vibe, so I know when to not do that now. I know when to sense situations, and know when to 

not say anything. So that’s helped me professionally.  

I: And what about personally? 

IE: Personally? Discipline. It’s made me more disciplined now. Because I had to go for around 

a year of not listening to music on the way to work in my uniform. Now, I once did not put on 

headphones. I was so tempted to. And I really wanted to break the rules, but it’s like, because I 

committed myself to this thing, if I started something I have to see it through, and that’s just my 

personal belief, I have to see something through, so I wanted just to test me. So it has, it’s 

given me the discipline to not give in to temptation, given me the discipline to not give in to 

things that are bad for me. So discipline. It’s given me pride, because I can wear the uniform, 

in fact I was reluctant to wear the uniform in the beginning, that red, I don’t like red, I don’t 
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wear red. I don’t like the trousers. The boots, no. But I wear the uniform with pride now, 

because I know what the uniform means, I know what the logo means. Purpose.. 

I: You’re listing your t-shirt (laughs)
5
 

IV: (smiles) Purpose because there’s a reason why I’m here and this is my job, this is what I’ve 

signed up to do, and good spirit (laughs)! No, seriously: spirit, discipline, purpose and pride 

are those.. that’s what City Year has done for me. Maintain a good spirit, I’ve become more 

disciplined. I know why I’m here, what I need to do. Why I’m on this Earth, because I know 

there’s something I need to do, I don’t know what it is yet, and yes, I walk with pride. (…) 

before I used to see myself and say, like, what am I? What am I doing? I’ve got a degree, what 

am I doing with myself? I don’t know. Now I know that there’s a purpose, it’s something I need 

to do, I don’t know what it is exactly yet, but.. 

I: Are your religious? 

IV: Yes. [anonymized]. 

(…) 

The conversation takes place half way through an almost two hour long one-on-one interview. 

What was striking was when the interviewee listed the power words on the City Year t-shirt as 

what the organization had given him personally. It made me skeptical and to probe the artificial 

character of his response I laughed, but also I did find it funny. He continued the game of 

presentation until he reached the last of the four words on the t-shirt, ‘spirit’, and stuck to his 

reply procedure, telling me how the organizational symbolic values fitted his personal sense of 

fate according to his personal myth journey. I was surprised by the continuous sheering off my 

attempt of ‘me’-rapport. Later in the interview the interviewee revealed that he had consciously 

chosen the do good’er every day actions due to a past of morally unacceptable actions. He 

found a way to discipline and control to not give in to temptation through the rich 

organizational moral directions of how to be an everyday hero instead of the ‘me’ he was 

trying to avoid mainly because it had been the source of chastening in the past.  

 

Learning through exchanging stories 

The stories exchanged on the different levels of reciprocity let us know the type of learning that 

goes on, whether it is more or less superficial and personal (Lave, Wenger 1991, Sahlins 2004). 

The interviews were more characterized by techniques of representation, possibly because of 

the formal setup with a quiet room, a recorder, my notes; whereas the observations, particularly 

between the corps members when only around each other, were characterized by this certain 

type of ‘me’-life recognized through use of humor and occasionally tears. There was always a 

‘me’ behind all the representations and it was that ‘me’ which caught my attention as a 

significant factor in the overall social exchange culture. When elaborating on it in interviews or 

informal conversations, it would consist of stories about how a person grew up and had been 

used to this or that element of social interaction which was recognized in the organization as a 

key motivator. As appendixes to this, there were of course extra gains by being involved in 

City Year in the form of new friends, a better CV and a unique experience and opportunity to 

get to know oneself better on the grounds of this important social element from the past which 

was found worth pursuing in the person’s present life. The opportunity of personal 

                                                           
5
 The t-shirt says on the back: ”Spirit. Discipline. Purpose. Pride.” 
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mythmaking in practice comforted the volunteers individually. They found it meaningful and 

the degree of moral support from the community, local politicians, schools, parents, children, 

each other, and world known role models made this way of re-staging personal past 

experienced meaning incredibly engaging and empowering.  

 

The spontaneous life in between the representations most often skipped the stories as content 

but nonetheless it was continuously characterized as “that special City Year energy” that would 

cause the effect of feeling re-energized when entering a room full of corps members. The corps 

members expressed it as “gaining lifelong friendships” and often by the people surrounding the 

group, felt the boost of this particular energy, the sharp remarks, the serving attentiveness. 

Besides the representational stories that were learned by heart and exchanged, there was this 

spontaneous reciprocity, not in the form of stories, but in the form of bringing attention to and 

expressing mutual resonance and recognition around the difference between the idealism and 

thought and bodily presence in social interaction, often accompanied by laughs, humoristic 

remarks, planning random social activities, and sharing foods. Even when that part of 

authenticity is attempted replicated into the system through a manuscript of what to say when 

and how, the ‘me’-interactions survived by mocking the obvious falsity and thereby 

immediately degrading and discharging it, at the same time as strengthening the current sense 

of solidarity. 

 

Conclusively 

What does this have to do with ‘learning’? Voluntary social organizations such as City Year 

London to some point lives off volunteers’ personalities, their spontaneous ideas, their impulse 

and courage to express these in a trusted group of somehow like-minded. The spontaneity 

creates a certain energy accumulated by the fact that people reciprocate on this level of 

interaction where their unique thoughts and impulses are seen as innovation. On the ‘me’-level 

the volunteers gain a habit of simply expressing themselves and contribute in general 

reciprocation. At the same time they acquire a way to represent according to the values of the 

organization and the community. But the content of what is freely spoken, besides the actual 

words, is not acquired nor learned within the organization. Therefore the question is not only 

what is learned and how is learned, or what is exchanged with the community. Instead, looking 

at every day interaction, I will continue to ask: how does what the volunteers bring into the 

organization, which may be sporadically supported but is not on the organizational learning 

agenda, affect the learning experience? What does it look like socially? Because the 

innovation, the individual’s personal contribution to spontaneous social nows, is significant in 

what voluntary social organizations thrive on through their daily deeds. 
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